Clark Kent & lab partner—future scientists!
To my parents, who helped me with my own science fair project. And for Pamela, who has joined me on many projects since.

— Derek
Clark,

I’d like to welcome you back to school at the all-new Justice Preparatory Academy.

I understand there were problems with the previous school administration. All issues have been addressed with the hiring of new staff, creation of a new curriculum, and a new outlook. Education is our highest priority, along with rules and order.

Together, let’s start the school year with a clean slate.
I look forward to meeting you on our first day.

Sincerely,

James W. Gordon
Principal, Justice Prep.
I'm Principal Gordon. And I'd like to welcome all of you to Justice Prep.

I realize we have a lot to live up to, in order to not become another Ducard Academy. So I’m counting on you to help make this school great.

It's good to be back!

And with all our friends again!

I guess it's time to investigate who's evil this time.
So let's kick things off with the upcoming science fair, sponsored by S.T.A.R. Labs.

The winner gets an exclusive field trip to their new space observatory facility. So start thinking up your projects to enter.

This is exciting! I can't wait to get started!

And I can't wait to find out more about this principal.

Oh, Bruce.
S.T.A.R. LABS
“Tomorrow’s Technology Today”

The Scientific and Technological Advanced Research Labs have been responsible for many of the greatest scientific achievements in the world, including our latest invention... the construction of an experimental teleportation beam, to explore our vast solar system.

Now we are looking toward the future by helping to foster the minds of tomorrow! This brochure will help provide you with helpful tips for entry into your school’s science fair competition.

SCIENCE FAIR—STUDENT GUIDELINES

- Projects should be the work of the individual student.
- Research the materials of your subject.
- Experiments should be safe and not harm others.
- You will be judged on originality, presentation, and creativity.
- Remember to have fun!!!
ATTENTION, STUDENTS

I HAVE A PROBLEM AND NEED ASSISTANCE

I COMMAND YOU

DO WHAT I SAY

DO NOT RESIST

IF YOU HELP ME, I CAN HELP YOU

AGREE NOW AND WE CAN SPEAK FURTHER

AWAITING YOUR REPLY
it’s time for all of us to meet

you mean like the Junior Detectives Club?

NO! not that name

then the Criminal Investigation Unit? :)

I thought we retired that name?

I don’t care what we call it

just not the Junior Detectives Club

Ok I got it

Justice Squad !!!

So what are we investigating? What’s the crime?

he doesn’t have one

Bruce is just being Bruce

ooooooh paranoid

am not!

OK FINE

let’s just meet in the library after school

Just like old times.
Are you sure this is everyone?

Sorry we're late. Mind if we crash your party?

Ollie! Zatanna! Barry!

Looks like . . . we need a bigger table.

Or a secret headquarters!
So, everyone got the same weird text with an eye on it? Any idea who sent it or what they want?

There's no proof to show. The message is untraceable. It deletes itself as soon as it's read.

Maybe I can try to locate it from the computer lab.

This sounds like a job for the Justice Squad!

Stop that.

BEEP BEEP
ATTENTION, STUDENTS

I HAVE A PROBLEM AND NEED ASSISTANCE

Who are you?

AGREE TO HELP

What do you want? Are you a student here too?

COMPLY NOW

I don’t understand. Tell me where you are, and my friends can help you.

CONNECTION LOST...